{"id":29692,"date":"2018-10-17T16:23:31","date_gmt":"2018-10-17T10:53:31","guid":{"rendered":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/?p=29692"},"modified":"2022-03-14T12:56:10","modified_gmt":"2022-03-14T07:26:10","slug":"mkc-talent-hunt-scholarship-exam-2018-class-xi-sample-question-paper-mkctalenthunt-in","status":"publish","type":"post","link":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/29692.html","title":{"rendered":"MKC Talent Hunt Scholarship Exam 2018 Class XI Previous Question Paper : mkctalenthunt.in"},"content":{"rendered":"<p><strong><u>Organisation <\/u><\/strong>: MKC Talent Hunt<br \/>\n<strong><u>Exam <\/u><\/strong>: MKC Talent Hunt Scholarship Exam 2019<br \/>\n<strong><u>Document Type <\/u><\/strong>: Previous Year Question Papers<br \/>\n<strong><u>Class <\/u><\/strong>: XI Std<br \/>\n<strong><u>Year <\/u><\/strong>: 2018<br \/>\n<strong><u>Website <\/u><\/strong>: <a href=\"https:\/\/majorkalshiclasses.com\/\" target=\"_blank\" rel=\"nofollow noopener\">https:\/\/majorkalshiclasses.com\/<\/a><\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad1\" id=\"quads-ad1\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-01 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"8416227722\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<h2>MKC Talent Hunt Scholarship Exam Previous Question Paper<\/h2>\n<p>Sample Question Paper of MKC Talent Hunt Scholarship Exam 2019 Class XI Standard Question Paper is now available in the official website of MKC Talent Hunt<\/p>\n<!-- WP QUADS Content Ad Plugin v. 2.0.66.1 -->\n<div class=\"quads-location quads-ad2\" id=\"quads-ad2\" style=\"float:none;margin:0px;\">\n<script async src=\"https:\/\/pagead2.googlesyndication.com\/pagead\/js\/adsbygoogle.js\"><\/script>\r\n<!-- Pdfquestion.in-02 -->\r\n<ins class=\"adsbygoogle\"\r\n     style=\"display:block\"\r\n     data-ad-client=\"ca-pub-5800892549349547\"\r\n     data-ad-slot=\"9892960926\"\r\n     data-ad-format=\"auto\"\r\n     data-full-width-responsive=\"true\"><\/ins>\r\n<script>\r\n     (adsbygoogle = window.adsbygoogle || []).push({});\r\n<\/script>\n<\/div>\n\n<blockquote><p><strong><u>Related <\/u><\/strong>: MKC Talent Hunt Scholarship Exam Class X Sample Question Paper 2018 : <a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/29686.html\">www.pdfquestion.in\/29686.html<\/a><\/p><\/blockquote>\n<h2>Instructions<\/h2>\n<p>1. Immediately after the commencement of the examination, you should check that this test booklet does not have any unprinted or torn or missing pages or items, etc. If so, get it replaced by a complete test booklet<br \/>\n2. You have to enter your Roll Number on the Test Booklet in the Box provided alongside. DO NOT write anything else on the Test Booklet.<\/p>\n<p><img decoding=\"async\" loading=\"lazy\" class=\"alignnone size-medium\" src=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/images2018\/mkc11.jpg\" width=\"1197\" height=\"467\" \/><\/p>\n<p>3. This Test Booklet contains 100 items (questions). Part I &#8211; Mathematics, Science and Part II &#8211; General Awareness, English. Each item comprises four responses (answers)<br \/>\n4. You have to mark all your responses ONLY on the separate Answer Sheet provided. See directions in the Answer Sheet.<br \/>\n5. Each item carry four (4) marks.<\/p>\n<blockquote><p><strong><u>Download Question Paper <\/u><\/strong>:<br \/>\n<a href=\"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/mkcCl11.pdf\">https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/uploads\/mkcCl11.pdf<\/a><\/p><\/blockquote>\n<p>6. Before you proceed to mark in the Answer Sheet the response to various items in the Test Booklet, you have to fill in some particulars in the Answer Sheet as per instructions sent to you with your Admission Certificate.<br \/>\n7. After you have completed filling in all your responses on the Answer Sheet and the examination has concluded, you should hand over to the invigilator only the Answer Sheet. You are permitted to take away with you the Test Booklet.<br \/>\n8. Sheets for rough work are appended in the Test Booklet at the end.<\/p>\n<h2>Model Questions<\/h2>\n<p><strong><u>Time Allowed <\/u><\/strong>: Two Hours<br \/>\n<strong><u>Maximum Marks <\/u><\/strong>: 400<br \/>\n<strong><span style=\"text-decoration: underline;\">Part &#8211; I :<\/span><\/strong><\/p>\n<h3>Mathematics<\/h3>\n<p>1. If a, b, c are in Arithmetic Progression and one root of the equation ax2 + bx + c = 0 is 2, then other root is:<br \/>\n(a) 4\/3<br \/>\n(b) 4\/13<br \/>\n(c) 4 \/5<br \/>\n(d) 2\/ 5<\/p>\n<p>2. If sin6 ? ? cos6 ? ? Kcos2 2? ? 1, then k is equal to:<br \/>\n(a) tan 22 1 2<br \/>\n(b) tan 24 1 2<br \/>\n(c) 4cot2 2<br \/>\n(d) tan 24 3 2<\/p>\n<p>3. teachers of MKC either teach Mathematics or Statistics. 12 of them teach Mathematics while 4 teach both subjects. Then the number of teachers teaching only statistics is:<br \/>\n(a) 12<br \/>\n(b) 8<br \/>\n(c) 16<br \/>\n(d) 2<\/p>\n<p>9. If the line y ?1 ? m(x ?1) cuts the circle x2 + y2 = 4 at two real points then the number of possible values of &#8216;m&#8217; is:<br \/>\n(a) 1<br \/>\n(b) 2<br \/>\n(c) Infinite<br \/>\n(d) None of these<\/p>\n<p>10. In an examination of10. 9 papers a candidate has to pass in more papers than the number of papers inwhich he fails in order to be successful. The number of ways in which he can be unsuccessful is:<br \/>\n(a) 255<br \/>\n(b) 256<br \/>\n(c) 193<br \/>\n(d) 319<\/p>\n<h3>Science<\/h3>\n<p>26. Displacement of an oscillating particle is given by y ? Asin(Bx ? Ct ? D) . The dimensional formula of [A B C D] will be:<br \/>\n(a) [M0L\u20131T0]<br \/>\n(b) [M0L0T\u20131]<br \/>\n(c) [M0L\u20131T\u20131]<br \/>\n(d) [M0L0T0]<\/p>\n<p>27. The displacement-time graph of a moving object is shown in the figure<br \/>\nI. Which of the velocitytime graphs shown in the answer figure could represent the motion of the same body?<\/p>\n<p>28. A horizontal force of 10 N is necessary to just hold a block stationary against a wall. The coefficient of friction between the block and the wall is 0.2. The weight of the block is:<br \/>\n(a) 100 N<br \/>\n(b) 2 N<br \/>\n(c) 20 N<br \/>\n(d) 50 N<\/p>\n<p>30. Given below is a graph between a variable force (F) (along y-axis) and the displacement (X) (along x-axis) of a particle in one dimension. The work done by the force in the displacement interval between 0 m and 30 m is:<br \/>\n(a) 275 J<br \/>\n(b) 375 J<br \/>\n(c) 400 J<br \/>\n(d) 300 J<\/p>\n<p>31. Two bodies have their moments of inertia I and 2I respectively about their axis of rotation. If their kinetic energies of rotation are equal, their angular momenta will be in the ratio:<br \/>\n(a) 2 : 1<br \/>\n(b) 1 : 2<br \/>\n(c) 2 :1<br \/>\n(d) 1: 2<\/p>\n<p>32. The apparent frequency of a note is 200 Hz, when a listener is moving with a velocity of 40 ms\u20131 towards a stationary source. When he moves away from the same source with the same speed, the apparent frequency of the same note is 160 Hz. The velocity (in ms\u20131) of sound in air is:<br \/>\n(a) 340<br \/>\n(b) 330<br \/>\n(c) 360<br \/>\n(d) 320<\/p>\n<h3>General Awareness<\/h3>\n<p>51. Who is called as the \u2018Second Ashoka\u2019?<br \/>\n(a) Harshavardhana<br \/>\n(b) Akbar<br \/>\n(c) Kanishka<br \/>\n(d) Samudra Gupta<\/p>\n<p>52. Who was the founder of Nalanda University?<br \/>\n(a) Kumar Gupta-I<br \/>\n(b) Skanda Gupta<br \/>\n(c) Samundra Gupta<br \/>\n(d) Chandra Gupta-I<\/p>\n<p>53. The correct chronological sequence of the arrival of European Nations for trade through sea route to India is:<br \/>\n(a) Dutch, English, French, Portuguese<br \/>\n(b) Portuguese, Dutch, English, French<br \/>\n(c) English, French, Portuguese, Dutch<br \/>\n(d) French, Portuguese, Dutch, English<\/p>\n<p>54. Which two countries were involved in &#8216;Seven Years War&#8217;?<br \/>\n(a) Turkey and Austria<br \/>\n(b) England and France<br \/>\n(c) Palestine and Israel<br \/>\n(d) Germany and Russia<\/p>\n<p>55. Consider the following organisations:<br \/>\n1. ASEAN 2. NAM<br \/>\n3. G-20 4. SAARC<br \/>\n5. BRICS 6. NATO<br \/>\nWhich of the above group India is not related with?<br \/>\n(a) 2 and 3<br \/>\n(b) 3 and 5<br \/>\n(c) 1 and 6<br \/>\n(d) 4 and 6<\/p>\n<p>56. Consider the following statements about the National Anthem \u201cJann Gann Mann\u201d.<br \/>\n1. It was first sung on 27th December, 1911 at the Calcutta Session of the Indian National Congress.<br \/>\n2. It was adopted by the Constituent Assembly on 24th January, 1950.<br \/>\n3. Playing time of the full version of the National Anthem is approximately 54 seconds. Which of the statements given above is\/are correct?<br \/>\n(a) Only 1<br \/>\n(b) 1 and 2<br \/>\n(c) 2 and 3<br \/>\n(d) 1, 2 and 3<\/p>\n<p>57. Despite being a Republican State, India is a member of the Commonwealth of Nations whose head is the British Monarch. This is because:<br \/>\n(a) this membership does not affect the sovereign nature of the Indian Republic<br \/>\n(b) this membership only shows that the British ruled over India<br \/>\n(c) members of the association are sovereign and independent<br \/>\n(d) it is a symbol of the unity among the members of the association<\/p>\n<p>58. Which one of the following was not a principle in the &#8216;Panchsheel&#8217; as enunciated in the Sino- Indian agreement in 1954?<br \/>\n(a) Peaceful co-existence<br \/>\n(b) Mutual respect for territorial integrity<br \/>\n(c) Mutual non-interference in each other&#8217;s internal affairs<br \/>\n(d) Mutual help in times of need<\/p>\n<p>59. Consider the following and identify the part of the Constitution of India referred to in it:<br \/>\nThe state shall endeavour to promote international peace and security, maintain just and honourable relations between nations&#8230;<br \/>\n(a) Fundamental Rights<br \/>\n(b) Relations between the Union and the States<br \/>\n(c) Elections<br \/>\n(d) Directive Principles of State Policy<\/p>\n<p>60. Consider the following Presidents of India:<br \/>\n1. Giani Zail Singh<br \/>\n2. Fakhruddin Ali Ahmed<br \/>\n3. Varahagiri Venkata Giri<br \/>\n4. Ramaswamy Venkataraman<br \/>\nWhich of the following is the correct chronology of their tenures?<br \/>\n(a) 1-2-3-4<br \/>\n(b) 2-3-4-1<br \/>\n(c) 3-2-1-4<br \/>\n(d) 4-2-3-1<\/p>\n<h3>English<\/h3>\n<p>Synonyms<br \/>\nDirections : Each item in this section consists of a sentence with a CAPITAL word, followed by four words. Select the word that is most similar in meaning to the capital word.<br \/>\n84. I shall DISCLOSE your identity if you do not speak the truth.<br \/>\n(a) express<br \/>\n(b) blackmail<br \/>\n(c) report<br \/>\n(d) reveal<\/p>\n<p>85. I would not have built a house here but for the engineer&#8217;s ASSURANCE that this area never has floods.<br \/>\n(a) suggestion<br \/>\n(b) belief<br \/>\n(c) suspicion<br \/>\n(d) guarantee<\/p>\n<p>86. The car accident was the CONSEQUENCE of his carelessness.<br \/>\n(a) result<br \/>\n(b) proof<br \/>\n(c) end<br \/>\n(d) conclusion<\/p>\n<p>87. How could the thief gain ACCESS to the bank lockers?<br \/>\n(a) permission<br \/>\n(b) exit<br \/>\n(c) entry<br \/>\n(d) nearness<\/p>\n<p>Antonyms<br \/>\nDirections: Each item in this section consists of a sentence with a CAPITAL word, followed by four words. Select the word that is most nearly opposite in meaning to the capital word.<br \/>\n88. That man is known for his ELEGANCE.<br \/>\n(a) awkwardness<br \/>\n(b) indelicacy<br \/>\n(c) clumsiness<br \/>\n(d) savagery<\/p>\n<p>89. The decision was DELAYED because of him.<br \/>\n(a) expedited<br \/>\n(b) advanced<br \/>\n(c) released<br \/>\n(d) triggered<\/p>\n<p>90. The room was filled with a DELICIOUS odour.<br \/>\n(a) bitter<br \/>\n(b) repulsive<br \/>\n(c) strange<br \/>\n(d) unpalatable\n","protected":false},"excerpt":{"rendered":"<p>Organisation : MKC Talent Hunt Exam : MKC Talent Hunt Scholarship Exam 2019 Document Type : Previous Year Question Papers Class : XI Std Year : 2018 Website : https:\/\/majorkalshiclasses.com\/ MKC Talent Hunt Scholarship Exam Previous Question Paper Sample Question [&hellip;]<\/p>\n","protected":false},"author":8,"featured_media":0,"comment_status":"open","ping_status":"closed","sticky":false,"template":"","format":"standard","meta":[],"categories":[403],"tags":[795],"_links":{"self":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/29692"}],"collection":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts"}],"about":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/types\/post"}],"author":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/users\/8"}],"replies":[{"embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/comments?post=29692"}],"version-history":[{"count":1,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/29692\/revisions"}],"predecessor-version":[{"id":40167,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/posts\/29692\/revisions\/40167"}],"wp:attachment":[{"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/media?parent=29692"}],"wp:term":[{"taxonomy":"category","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/categories?post=29692"},{"taxonomy":"post_tag","embeddable":true,"href":"https:\/\/www.pdfquestion.in\/wp-json\/wp\/v2\/tags?post=29692"}],"curies":[{"name":"wp","href":"https:\/\/api.w.org\/{rel}","templated":true}]}}
